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Abstract

The asymmetry between electron- and hole-doping in high critical-temperature superconducting

(HTS) cuprates is key information for the understanding of Cooper pairs formation mechanisms.

Despite intensive studies on diÆerent cuprates, a comprehensive description of related magnetic

and charge excitations is still fragmentary. In the present work, artificial cuprates were used to

cover the entire phase diagram within the same HTS family. In particular, Cu L3-edge resonant

inelastic x-ray scattering (RIXS) measurements were performed on artificial n- and p-type infinite

layers (IL) epitaxial films. Beside several similarities, RIXS spectra show noticeable diÆerences

in the evolution, with doping level, of magnetic and charge intensity and damping. Compatible

trends can be found in spectra measured on bulk cuprates, as well as in theoretical calculations of

the spin dynamical structure factor S(q,!). The findings give a deeper insight about the evolution

of collective excitations across the cuprate phase diagram, and on underlying general features, only

connected to the doping type. Moreover they pave the way to the exploration of general properties

of HTS physics over a broad range of conditions, by means of artificial compounds not constrained

by the thermodynamic limitations governing the chemical stability of bulk materials.

PACS numbers: 74.25.Jb, 74.72.-h, 78.70.Ck
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I. INTRODUCTION

Resonant inelastic x-ray scattering (RIXS) has been recently used to study the low energy

excitations (E < 1 eV ), including spin-flip ones1, in several cuprate high Tc superconductors

(HTS)2. This class of experiments is particularly valuable because it probes the set of

collective and local excitations that are supposedly involved with the basic mechanisms of

high temperature superconductivity. In particular, high resolution RIXS at Cu°L3 edge has

been used to measure the magnon dispersion in undoped insulating cuprates3–6, and damped

spin excitations (paramagnons) in hole-doped (h-doped) cuprates. It has thus been shown

that paramagnons persist throughout the phase diagram, from superconducting under-

and optimally-doped7–9 to non-superconducting highly-overdoped10 samples. Paramagnons

have also been observed in the prototypical electron-doped (e-doped) cuprate compound

Nd2°xCexCuO4 (NCCO)11,12. These findings have triggered several works7,13–15, aiming to

show that paramagnons are the driving excitations in Cooper pair formation. However there

is no obvious correlation between the critical temperature (Tc) and the paramagnon energy,

and this may indicate that also other low energy excitations play a role, such as phonons

(via electron-phonon coupling) and charge modes11,12,16. It is then worth studying the low

energy excitations in cuprate compounds with diÆerent structure, in order to identify their

correlations with high temperature superconductivity.

A striking characteristic of the class of cuprate HTS is the marked asymmetry between

the phase diagram of h and e-doped compounds: some important physical proprieties, such

as pseudogap, charge order and maximum Tc, dramatically change from the h-doped to the

e-doped side17,18. Experiments show that also the paramagnon excitations have a diÆerent

doping evolution upon hole and electron doping: for h-doped compounds the dispersion is

almost unaÆected by doping, while for e-doped ones the dispersion is doping dependent,

with hardening of the paramagnon mode up to 50%11,12. This asymmetry can be correctly

captured by a relatively simple model including three-site exchange19, even though there is

no perfect agreement with the experimental dispersion data11,12.

It is worth noting that HTS of e- and h-doped type typically descend from parent com-

pounds with diÆerent crystal structure20, and this can indeed aÆect the low energy excita-

tion spectrum21. Conversely a direct quantitative comparison with theory19 would greatly
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benefit from a measurement made on cuprates with the same crystal symmetry, changing

doping only from holes to electrons. To this aim ambipolar cuprates, that can be doped

with holes and electrons, do not oÆer a su±ciently wide doping range, not even displaying

superconductivity on the e-doped side22.

In order to provide a suitable system for the study of the doping asymmetry of magnetic

excitations in cuprates, we employed advanced thin film growth techniques to obtain h- and

e-doped cuprates with infinite layer (IL) structure. IL cuprates are particularly interesting

because of their crystallographic structure: the simplest among layered cuprates. On the

other hand, the IL compounds are metastable and single crystal can be stabilized only in

thin film form23–28.

E-doping of the IL compound Sr1°xLaxCuO2 (SLCO) is obtained via Sr substitution with La

in the SrCuO2 parent compound, attaining maximum Tc of 42K for x = 0.129,31. SLCO is an

e-doped cuprate with diÆerent structure than NCCO and other T 0 e-doped compounds17,18.

It is then also worth to determine whether the low energy excitations studied by RIXS have

the same behavior in the two families of e-doped cuprates.

In order to get h-doping of ILs, a diÆerent approach is necessary: it takes advantage of re-

cent progresses in epitaxial growth, and is based on a proper engineering of heterostructures

and superlattices (SLs)32,34–37. These synthetic HTS, not constrained to thermodynamic

limitations connected with bulk crystal growth, are particularly interesting in the search of

increasing Tc.

In the present work, (CaCuO2)n/(SrTiO3)m ((CCO)n/(STO)m) SLs were used to achieve

h-doped IL superconductors, while SLCO thin films grown on GdScO3 are the investigated

e-doped samples. These samples oÆer the unique possibility of probing the evolution of

magnetic excitations as a function of doping in the same cuprate system going from e-doped

to h-doped superconducting phase.

II. EXPERIMENTAL

A. Sample preparation

Electron doped SLCO thin films (x = 0, 0.08, 0.10, 0.13) were grown on GdScO3 substrates

by layer-by-layer molecular-beam epitaxy aided and calibrated by reflection high-energy
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electron diÆraction in a reactive atmosphere of O3. Superconductivity is achieved via an in

situ vacuum annealing step, which results in oxygen loss from the films. The infinite layer

structure was confirmed by x-ray diÆraction analysis.28,38 The superconducting transition

temperatures of the analyzed films depends on the La content (x = 0.08, 0.10 and 0.13) and

corresponds to: Tc = 27.8, 28 and 19.5 K respectively.

Pulsed laser deposition (PLD) was used to synthesize (CCO)n/(STO)m SLs made by 20

repetitions of n unit cells of CCO and m unit cells of STO, on NdGaO3 (110) substrates.

Superconducting SLs were grown at 600±C in a mixture of oxygen and 12% ozone atmosphere

at a pressure of about 1 mbar. X-ray diÆraction and HRTEM characterization indicates the

formation of high structural quality superlattices with sharp interfaces32,34. In these samples

h-doping was verified by Hall eÆect and x-ray absorption measurements at Cu L3 edge and

an estimate of the doping level was given32: the measured carrier density, rescaled to the

thickness of the CaCuO2 layers, results in doping of 0.14 holes per Cu ion for n = 3 SLs. It

was demonstrated that the hole doping is obtained via control of the oxygen content at the

CCO/STO interface, with oxygen-rich interfaces introducing holes in the cuprate layer34,39.

The superconducting SLs analyzed are (CCO)n/(STO)2 with: n = 13, Tc = 12 K (thick

CCO layer); n = 7, Tc = 16 K (intermediate CCO layer); n = 3, Tc = 25 K (thin CCO

layer). The non-superconducting (CCO)3/(STO)2 SL is obtained by growing the sample in

oxygen, so that the oxygen content at the interface is reduced. Resistivity measurements

and x-ray absorption spectra confirm that the sample can be considered undoped32.

B. Cu L3-edge RIXS

The Cu L3-edge RIXS experiments were performed at the ID08 beamline of the European

Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF), using the AXES spectrometer. The combined en-

ergy resolution of the beam line monochromator and the spectrometer was 250 and 265 meV

for (CCO)n/(STO)m SLs and SLCO film measurements, respectively. The temperature was

kept at 20 K for all measurements. We tuned the incident photon energy to the maximum

of the Cu°L3 adsorption edge (i.e. resonant to the Cu2+ ions in the CuO2 planes) and

used linearly polarized x-rays parallel to the scattering plane (º-polarization). The scat-

tering geometry of the experiment is shown in Figure1 a): the photon momentum Kin is

determined by the energy of the Cu 2p° 3d resonant transition, the maximum transferred
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FIG. 1. (color online) (a) Experimental setup layout and (b) reciprocal space region spanned inside

the first Brilluoin Zone.

momentum q is that given by the fixed scattering angle 2µ = 130±. Although this is fixed,

the projection of q onto the ab-plane (qk) can be changed by rotating the sample around the

axis perpendicular to the scattering plane, allowing to measure dispersing features. In this

way, the region of the 2D reciprocal space indicated by magenta solid line in Figure1(b) can

be accessed. The maximum qk = |qk| is 0.7 Å°1, corresponding to 0.435 reciprocal lattice

units (r.l.u.). The possibility to neglect the momentum variations along the c axis is related

to the strongly 2D nature of the system, which also determines the electronic properties of

the material. The chosen experimental configuration (º incident photon polarization, and

qk = (h > 0, 0)) enhances the spin flip signal as compared to other excitation channels.40

C. DQMC theoretical calculations on S(q,!)

The RIXS cross section was numerically evaluated directly from the Kramers-Heisenberg

formula using small-cluster exact-diagonalization (ED) of an eÆective single-band Hubbard

Hamiltonian (including both nearest t and next nearest neighbor hopping t0 and on-site

Coulomb repulsion U) at various electron concentrations N and as a function of momentum

transfer, as explained in detail in references 19 and 41. The spin dynamical structure factor,

S(q,!), was determined by a numerically exact dynamic quantum Monte Carlo (DMQC)

method with maximum entropy analytic continuation on large lattices.
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FIG. 2. (color online) dd excitation spectra of (a) (CCO)3/(STO)2 SLs: undoped (black squares)

and optimally doped (red circles);(b)undoped SCO (black squares) and optimally doped (red cir-

cles). The spectra have been measured with qk = (0.37, 0) and º polarization. The spectra have

been normalized to the spectral weight in the energy range [1, 3.5] eV equal to 100.

III. RESULTS

In Figure 2 we report the RIXS spectra of undoped and optimally doped (CCO)3/(STO)2

SLs (panel (a)) and SLCO (panel (b)) in the energy range associated to the dd excitations.

The dd excitations of the undoped SL sample reproduce the spectrum observed in CCO

single films reported in ref. 40. The features of the SLCO spectra appear broader, most

probably because of the tendency of SLCO to accept interstitial oxygen defects24–28. De-

spite the diÆerent type of doping the spectra show very similar behavior upon introduction

of extra carriers: the electronic features broaden and shift to lower energy in both h- and

e-doped cases.

Figure 3 presents a general overview of the momentum and doping dependence for the two

types of materials. Since a direct measurement of the absolute scattering intensity is not

possible in soft RIXS experiments, all spectra in Figure 3 were normalized to the spectral

weight in the energy range associated to dd excitations (i.e. between 1 and 3.5 eV)39,40 set

equal to 100, in order to allow direct comparisons. In panel (b) the two antiferromagnetic

(AFM) parent compounds are directly compared; a distinct feature emerges from the elastic

peak at zone center (° point) for both AFM samples, it disperses toward higher energies with

increasing momentum and reaches its maximum (ª 300 meV) towards the zone boundary

(ZB) at (º, 0). Notably, this spectrum feature is almost perfectly superimposed for both
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FIG. 3. (color online)(a-c) Cu°L3 edge RIXS raw spectra waterfall plots of momentum dependence

as a function of doping type, measured with º incident polarization along the (0, 0) - (º, 0) direction.

The in-plane transferred momentum is defined as qk = (h, 0) with h expressed in r.l.u. SLCO

spectra are denoted with blue lines, while (CCO)n/(STO)m spectra are defined with red lines.

Green ticks indicate the (para)magnon position as estimated by fitting procedure. Orange thick

lines give the fast dispersing charge peak. (a) optimally e-doped doped sample: SLCO with

x = 0.1 and Tc = 28 K. Thin grey lines represent the residual RIXS intensity after subtraction of

the elastic and paramagnon peak, revealing the presence of the fast dispersing mode.(b) Insulating

AFM parent compounds: SCO (blue solid lines) and not superconducting (CCO)3/(STO)2 (red

solid lines). (c) h-doped best superconducting sample: (CCO)3/(STO)2 with Tc = 25 K.

undoped SrCuO2 (SCO) (blue line) and (CCO)3/(STO)2 (red line), validating the assump-

tion of considering equivalent SCO and CCO in the AFM state. Panels (a) and (c) show the

corresponding spectra for n- and p-type doped samples: SLCO (x = 0.10) and supercon-

ducting (CCO)3/(STO)2 respectively. Raw data clearly display some diÆerences in the low

energy scale for diÆerent type of doping. Furthermore the spectra decomposition (described

in next paragraph, see Figure 4) reveals an additional dispersing feature in e-doped SLCO,
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FIG. 4. (color online)Examples of spectra decomposition in the low energy region, at qk = 0.14

r.l.u. and º incident polarization, for (a) undoped SrCuO2 and (b) optimally e-doped SLCO.

The data are plotted with circles, while lines are used to plot the Gaussian components: elastic

peak (purple), magnon (green), charge mode (orange), tail of dd excitations and qk-independent

continuum background (black dashed); the thin red line represents the sum of all the components.

The shadowed region in (a) is the residual intensity attributed to multi-magnon or charge continuum

and to the tail of dd excitations. The same approach is used for undoped and h-doped SLs.

not observed in h-doped SLs. In bulk crystals of NCCO a similar peak was recognized as

a charge signal and associated either to particle-hole excitations within the upper Hubbard

band11 or to a diÆerent quantum phase12.

The low energy part of the spectra was decomposed so to identify the (para)magnon and

other relevant low energy excitations; an example of the decomposition is shown in Figure

4 (a) for the SCO case and in Figure 4 (b) for the x = 10% SLCO sample. The spectra

of undoped samples were fitted following a procedure already employed on insulating bulk
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cuprates3 and SLs42: two resolution-limited Gaussians were used for the elastic peak (purple

solid line), and the magnon (green solid line); remaining spectral weight close to 500 meV

energy loss was associated to multiple magnons, and an additional phonon contribution at

100 meV was considered for SL42. For superconducting samples, the decomposition process

is less evident. We chose to fit the spectra with a resolution limited Gaussian for the elastic

peak (purple solid line) and non-resolution-limited Gaussians for the magnetic inelastic peak

(green solid line) as shown in Figure 4 (b).

The free fitting parameters are the area of the elastic Gaussian component Ael, the energy

position Ei, area Ai and width wi of the inelastic component. We associate to Ei an error

bar equal to three times the standard deviation associated by the fitting procedure, after

verifying that this is su±cient to include the error due to parameter correlations. The fitted

elastic and paramagnon contributions have been subtracted from the raw data. The residual

background is independent from qk for the h-doped SLs, while for the e-doped samples it

shows a qk dependence for qk < 0.22 r.l.u., as shown by the residual RIXS intensity plotted

by thin grey lines in Figure 3(a). The comparison with NCCO RIXS spectra reported in

literature11,12 provides support for the introduction of an additional non-resolution-limited

inelastic component in our fitting procedure, represented by the orange line in Figure 4 (b).

The results of the decomposition procedure are displayed in Figure 5. In Figure 5(a) we

compare the spectra of the undoped, h-doped and e-doped samples at fixed qk, highlighting

the width of the inelastic Gaussian component (horizontal bar), and the intensity associated

to the energy range [0.8, 1.2] eV (vertical bar). The broadening of the magnetic excitation

peak, stronger for the e-doping case, is an intrinsic phenomenon, suggesting that we are

dealing with dynamical magnetic fluctuations7. The increase of the spectral weight around

0.8 ° 1.2 eV is attributed to the filling of continuum states associated to doping carriers7.

At equivalent doping levels, the charge contribution given by e-doping is stronger compared

to h-doping.

In Figure 5(b) the inelastic peak positions are reported as a function of qk, so that the en-

ergy dispersion of the magnetic and charge excitations can be determined. The dispersion

of the magnetic component (i.e. the single non-elastic component) in the undoped parent

compounds presents the typical evolution of spin waves in an antiferromagnetic square lat-

tice, consistent with what already found in previous RIXS experiments on undoped bulk

cuprates3–5 and SLs6,42. The dispersing peak in h-doped sample closely mimics the magnon
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FIG. 5. (color online)(a) Cu°L3 edge RIXS raw spectra of non superconducting SCO(black),

best superconducting (CCO)3/(STO)2 (red) and optimally doped SLCO (blue), at qk = 0.37 r.l.u.

and T = 20 K, measured with º incident polarization. Intensities are normalized to have the

same height on the (para)magnon peak. Horizontal solid line represents the FWHM of the (non-

)resolution limited Gaussian used to decompose the data. Vertical arrows indicates the intensity

in the energy range [0.8, 1.5] eV, where continuum excitations appear upon doping. Plotting

undoped SL instead of SCO would lead to the same conclusions. (b) (Para)magnon dispersion

(black circle: undoped SLCO, black cross: undoped SL, red open diamonds: (CCO)3/(STO)2,

blue filled diamonds: SLCO x = 0.1) and fast dispersing charge mode (pink hexagons) as deduced

from RIXS spectra compared to S(q,!) theoretical calculations in a single band Hubbard model

(black line: no doping, red line: hole doping, blue line: electron doping) with nearest hopping

parameter t = 500 meV. Experimental error bars correspond to three times the standard deviation

associated to the fitting parameter.

peak observed in AFM parent compounds whereas the e-doped paramagnon presents a

steeper dispersion: faster at lower qk (∑ 0.18 r.l.u.) and almost flat for higher qk. A sig-

nificant hardening in energy ( 20% at ZB), compared to undoped and h-doped case, is also
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evident in SLCO.

The additional inelastic peak in the e-doped sample, associated to charge excitations, is re-

solved for qk < 0.18 r.l.u., whereas for higher qk, it becomes impossible to distinguish it from

the dd excitation peaks, so that we can identify only one inelastic non-resolution-limited

component. The charge mode irradiates from the ° point and moves rapidly towards higher

energy with increasing qk. As mentioned above, similar excitations have been observed in

RIXS measurements on the prototypical e-doped cuprate NCCO11,12, with the same steep

dispersion we find in SLCO, as shown in Figure 5 (b).

IV. DISCUSSION

The data reported in Figure 3(b) show that the undoped IL SCO and (CCO)3/(STO)2,

present the same dispersion of magnon excitations, with maximum energy of ª 300 meV

moving towards the zone boundary along ° ° X, despite their diÆerent composition and

nanostructure. A further confirmation is given by the very similar dd excitations shown in

Figure 2. This allows us to consider the two systems as equivalent and to directly compare

for the first time the evolution of magnetic excitations as a function of doping from electrons

to holes in the very same infinite-layer cuprate system. H-doped spectra in Figure 3(c) were

fitted ascribing the inelastic spectral weight to a single non-resolution-limited magnetic com-

ponent. A dispersing paramagnon is clearly visible (see Figure 5(b)), similar to what found

in bulk h-doped samples7–10: the magnetic peak gets damped and broadened, but preserves

its spectral weight and momentum dependence similar to those of the AFM parent com-

pound. Our RIXS results thus demonstrate that magnetic excitations in superconducting

SLs preserve the behavior observed in bulk crystals, even when hole doping is induced via

oxygen-rich interfaces in artificial heterostructures.

The peak decomposition is less straightforward for superconducting e-doped sample in Fig-

ure 3(a). To take into account the experimental evidence, according to what was done in

Ref.11,12, at lower qk (< 0.18 r.l.u.) the non-elastic spectral weight was decomposed into two

non-resolution-limited components: a magnetic peak and a charge feature. The dispersion

of paramagnon and charge excitations reported in Figure 5(b), qualitatively reproduces the

findings in bulk NCCO confirming the generality of the results: the observed strong asym-

metry between the magnetic dispersions of h- and e-doped samples and the fast dispersing
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charge mode are indeed general features connected to electron doping and not related to the

particular type of sample investigated or method of growth.

In Figure 5(b) we also report the comparison of the experimental dispersion with theoretical

calculation of the dynamic spin structure factor S(q,!), shown to be a good description of

the RIXS signal, even without outgoing polarization analysis,19 thanks to our choice of scat-

tering geometry enhancing spin-flip excitations. The numerical data are in good agreement,

both qualitatively and quantitatively, with the undoped and h-doped experimental points,

while the agreement is less good for e-doping. The lack of agreement is particularly evident

for lower qk values, where the dispersion is steeper, while theoretical curves reproduces the

paramagnon energy data close to the ZB. One possible explanation for this discrepancy is

the observed strong itinerant character of the electron doped copper oxides, evidenced by

the enhanced spectral weight around 0.8 ° 1.5 eV.11 It is well known that the RIXS cross

section1,19 of cuprates for incident º polarization and large positive qk values is dominated

by single spin-flip excitations, whereas at lower qk charge excitations give a more significant

contribution, mixing with spin-flip excitations in the same energy range. More in detail,

the charge contribution can account for up to ª20% of the signal even at high qk values43

thus complicating an accurate determination of the paramagnon energy. This contamina-

tion from the charge channel is obviously not taken into account in S(q,!) calculations

and might be at the origin of the discrepancies between numerical and experimental data.

Future measurements including polarization analysis will clarify whether this is indeed the

case or if the current model is not adequate enough to describe the magnetic response of

e-doped compounds.

In Figure 6, spectra at fixed qk = (0.37, 0) r.l.u. are compared with calculated S(q,!) for dif-

ferent electron filling N , where N = 1 represents the zero-doping condition (half filling). The

chosen momentum transfer is close enough to the ZB to assure a good agreement between

experimental data and theoretical predictions. SLCO filling is estimated according to La

dopants stoichiometry (x) as N = 1+x, while for (CCO)n/(STO)m N is related to CaCuO2

layer thickness (n): the thicker the CaCuO2 layer, the lower the average doping per CuO2

plane. The best situation is obtained for n = 3 (0.14 holes/Cu, from Hall measurements32

and recent optical conductivity measurements33), corresponding to N = 0.86. STEM/EELS

measurements on single CCO/STO interfaces34 show that the holes are substantially present

only in the first 1-2 unit cells from the interface. So, we can still associate a filling level to
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the n=3 SL. On the other hand, in larger period SLs the inner CuO2 planes are not doped

anymore, in analogy to what found for layered HTS compounds47,48. Consequently it is not

possible to associate a filling level for the n = 7 (Tc = 16 K) and n = 13 (Tc = 12 K)

SLs, whose spectra are rather a superposition of doped and undoped CaCuO2; we report

them for comparison in Figure 6(a), with Tc values as labels. The magnetic peak energy is

unchanged within our experimental resolution going from N = 1 to N = 0.86 and this trend

is confirmed by the behavior of the large period SLs. A good qualitative agreement between

theory and experiments is again evident: h-doped samples present a magnetic peak almost

independent on doping level, while the magnetic peak of e-doped samples strongly evolves

for increasing doping and shifts to higher energies.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have investigated the evolution of low energy excitations of hole and electron doped

IL cuprates. In particular, to the best of our knowledge, we studied for the first time the

doping dependence of (para)magnon excitations, going from h-doped to e-doped cuprate

compounds without changing the crystal structure. In analogy with the observations in

NCCO,11,12 magnetic excitation harden significantly with e-doping, in stark contrast with

hole-doping behavior. This result is counterintuitive: the AFM correlations are presumably

short-ranged for any doping. To reconcile this apparent discrepancy, the e-doping hardening

has been interpreted as signature of the strongly itinerant character of e-doped materials

as compared to the more localized spin dynamics found in h-doped cuprates.11 This asym-

metry between doping types is also well caught within the single-band Hubbard model, as

proved by the good agreement between S(q,!) calculations and experimental results.19 Our

data also confirm the existence of a fast dispersive charge mode present in all e-doped ma-

terials but absent in h-doped samples. Our assignment of this mode to charge excitations

is supported by the polarization dependence of Cu°L3 RIXS data and also Cu°K RIXS

measurements on e-doped crystals11,45. The origin of this mode, emanating from zone center

and rapidly decaying in intensity, is still unclear. Some authors interpreted it as intraband

particle-hole excitation,11 whereas others proposed that it is the signature of a quantum

phase distinct from superconductivity12 or a plasmon excitation:45 in any case this mode

is a general feature of all e-doped cuprates. In conclusion, our results prove the feasibility
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of studying magnetic and charge excitations of cuprate superconductors by using a new

generation of artificial epitaxial materials, not constrained by thermodynamic limitations

and whose physical properties (such as doping level, oxygen content, Tc) can be controlled

by properly tuning the growing conditions. This will open new and unexplored directions

of investigations on superconducting cuprates. Moreover the data are available for direct

comparison with future theoretical models aimed at understanding the strong asymmetry in

collective excitations between the two sides of the cuprate phase diagram, which we proved

to be a general property not due to the diÆerences in composition and structure of the

materials investigated. Finally, it should be stressed that, due to limited amount of mate-

rial present in SLs and thin films, soft RIXS is the only viable technique for investigating

charge and magnetic excitations in these artificial superconducting cuprates. Further im-

provements in the comprehension of our findings, especially for the fast dispersing charge

mode and the paramagnon dispersion at low qk, will likely come also from future experi-

ments using the newest high-resolution RIXS spectrometers, allowing also full analysis of

the scattered polarization49,50.
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FIG. 6. (color online)Filling dependence at fixed transferred momentum: comparison between raw

RIXS spectra and dynamic spin structure factor S(q,!) in single band Hubbard model. (a) Raw

RIXS spectra of SLCO are denoted with blue lines, SLs (CCO)3/(STO)m are defined with red

lines, while non-homogeonously doped n = 7, 13 SLs are reported with grey lines. Green arrows

are guide for the eyes and indicate the (para)magnon position as estimated by fitting procedure.

(b) Quantum Monte Carlo (DQMC) simulations of the dynamic spin structure factor S(q,!) at

(3/4º, 0) in the single band Hubbard model as a function of N . (c) Schematic picture of the first

Brillouin zone with dashed lines denoting the AFM ZB. Green solid line highlights the entire RIXS

available region of the reciprocal space, while green dot indicates the qk selected in panels (a) and

(b).
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